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Melbourne Steam Traction Engine 
Club Newsletter  

Steam Timber Sawing , the main 
new feature at this years rally  

Phil Randall’s immaculate vintage 

Plymouth and Willys Silent Knight cars .  
Brad Hector chuffed on his first drive of our new loco  

Grand Parade line up orchestrated by Leigh Delaney 

Brendan  Gogerly 
at the throttle of 
Hetz’s portable 
driving the saw . 
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The key attraction for 
this rally was Timber 
Sawing with Steam . 
Do not underestimate 
the preparation and 
planning that went into 
this particularly thanks 
to Bruce Weatherhead 
and Darryl 
Killingsworth . 

 It does not happen by itself  you know ? What is not seen is what goes on behind the scenes 
in getting a show  of this size on the road . It was particularly trying this year due to the uncertainty 
of the virus, first we did not know wether we could have a show or not. Then  there was the 
reduced numbers of members available for the preparation and set up, some laid up with the virus 
others understandably  keeping a low profile just in case.  This threw extra work on others who 
then put in a remarkable effort in pulling off what was our best rally ever. Here is a glimpse of 
some of what was involved,I cannot include everyone but our great thanks go out to you all .  

                  Aaron Morris and his   
      amazingly versatile     
   MECALEC  manoeuvring 

the derelict engines on display .  
His machine was invaluable , 
during the lead up to the rally , 
during it and the pack up after . 
Certainly a key in the success of 
the show.  

Firewood is another perennial problem of the rally. 
 Like manner from heaven a huge amount of dry 

hardwood landed on the arena thanks to TAYLORS 
specialist in tree pruning and removal .  At first we were 
overwhelmed by the size of the logs but the boys got stuck 
into it and soon had it in manageable sizes. What would 
have been a show stopper has turned into a supply that will 
last for years . How lucky can we get ? 

New Clydesdale Station , thanks to a last minute 
push what was a lonely muddy platform got 
transformed into a  typical country station 
complete with a smart picket fence and railway 
Waiting Shed based on the one on the old 
Whitfield line. Jo Lloyd , Clive Windley 
and Terry Duggan  assembling the shed. 

New Loco . A last 
minute surge thanks 

to Toni on the wiring 
and Geoff Lintott  with 
the body he built meant 
we had the loco in 
service for the rally 
which certainly 
impressed everyone.  

The big hit blow came sooner than predicted. The water 
pipe burst again just before the rally. All resources were 
directed at it on Tuesday exposing the burst section ,  
pumping it out with Warwick’s truck and getting Full 
Bore Plumbing in to replace a 3 m section of fractured 
cast iron pipe with a temporary section of copper to get us 

over the rally. We dodged a bullet if it had gone a few 
days later we may have had to pull the pin on the rally .  

Bruce delivering trestles he made up before the rally . 
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John Wolf our organ 
grinder has, over the 
last few years added 
colour and sound to our 
rally.  

 Actually Warwick was friends with John at Holdens back in 1974 when 
he did the maintenance on the 
mechanical adding  machines 
and is now regarded as one of 
the foremost restorer of such 
things today . His interest 
obviously spills over into 
organs.  

First to come to mind is Sparks Public Address system . 
Julian has been doing this for goodness knows how many 
years certainly going back to Wantirna days so knows all 
about old machinery , how it works and who to corner  for a 
bit of commentary.  

The horse people are 
another regular 

supporter with their 
gentle giants bringing 
much pleasure to our 
younger visitors and are 
greatly appreciate their 
support.  

Sue with her  fantastic face painting is rapidly becoming a regular 
and looks forward to coming and bringing  pleasure to children  

These days catering is a major 
element in the success of shows like 
ours. We are so lucky to have Colin Pelling 
organize and run it for us . Just a phone call 
is all it takes . In the old days it was such a 
burden on members wives cutting 
sandwiches and brewing tea.  

Our Regular supporters play a big part in 
the success of the show . It was a relief this 
year to find they were all in a position to 
come as they know the ropes and can set 
themselves up with a minimum of input 
from us leaving the hard working 
committee to get on with the more 
challenging administration and logistics 
arrangements.  

Sparks interviewing Bob Richardson about 
his radial engine at our 1985 Rally     

                                                 (Peter Zerbe) 
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    A show like this really 
brings home the point 
just how wonderfully 
diverse our collection of 
working vintage 
machinery really is and 
on top of that all located 
in such superb 
surroundings . It has been 
suggested it is second to 
none in the country.  
     Here are a few photos 
of our visitors and 
members enjoying our 
efforts which go to make 
it all worthwhile   

Steam ploughing with  the mighty Z7 engines and Fowler balance plough has 
rightly so become the hallmark of displays by the Melbourne Steam Traction 

Engine club.  Demonstrations up the Top paddock recreated a sight reminiscant of 100 
years ago and rarely seen in Australia at all these days.  

Our giant Rapier walking dragline is also 
something you will not see anywhere else in the 
country . Demonstrations are given each day of 
the machine moving backwards in 1 metre steps 
at the rate of 2 a minute to our transfixed crowd. 
After the run the  machinery is shut down and 
under supervision visitors are allowed a closer 
inspection of  Bigfoot and our other arena mobile 
exhibits .What is not always appreciated is that 
each demo of a few steps involves 2 hours of 
behind the scenes activity by operator Warwick 
Bryce.  

 Photo shows  traction engines, steam 
roller and a great variety of tractors all 

carefully lined up on the arena by Ringmaster 
Leigh Delaney who specially made the trip from 
Tasmania to  perform this key function  

The complete set of steam machinery  from the 
engine room of the Steam Tug Lyttelton’s is 
another iconic feature of our National Steam 
Centre Museum . Center piece of the 15 or so 
items are the 2 massive 650 hp triple expansion 
steam engines.  
    In the photo club members John Mills 
and Bill McRobb proudly observe our 
visitors enjoying the spectacle of one of the 
engines in action.  
   Special clocks were 
made up by Laurie Hall so 
the visitors would know 
when the various displays 
were to be run .    
  I  missed getting a photo 
of them but found a similar 
one on the internet .  
   Is that a young Bill setting it ?  
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Club Displays continued  
Diesel Section  At first I was puzzled by what 
these visitors in front of the BP engine were so 
fascinated with It appears Ian Malcolm had 
just given them a great demonstration on how 
the engine is started with Kerri baring it over , 
Len pumping up the oil and Ian applying the 
air . It appears they are enjoying Len’s 
anticts trying to get in  position for a 
panaramic snap or them .  Len Brighton pic . 
    Regular starting demos were given on the 
other engines throughtout the rally.  
Unfortunately not the Willans as  we just ran 
out of time to do the cooling and air plumbing. 

Steam Section Our diverse collection of rare and unusual 
stationary engines were operated in turn through the rally 
to delight our visitors . Rohan Lamb photo 

 
     For something different an assortment of derelict portable 
engines  was set up outside bay 1 to give steam enthausiast a 
chance for a close up inspection of work in progress.  

Good for first try but just not sure how  much attention it got as 
the presentation could benefit with a bit of tweaking next time .   

Peoplemover Martin 
Spotiswood set up a coral 
which preserved order 
for waiting riders such 
was the demand .  
Being ride by donation 
takings were modest but 
never the less welcome. 

Railway A great attraction for Saturday and Sunday was Phillip 
and Laura Hayes steam loco Ingrid . This later proved extremely 
popular with night running for the grown up children . Also 
in service for the first time was our new Diesel loco based 
on VR P11  while of course our regular loco Joy saw full service 
over the weekend so our railway was at full capacity despite 
running dual trains. Takings each day set a new record for a grand 
total of $ 10, 149 which works out over 1000 passengers per day.   

This rally they were 
extremely popular with 
both the Train and People 
Mover running at full 
capacity all day. This put 
a strain on ticket sellers 
and operators as well as 
causing long queues.  
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Always an important 
part of our Rally and 
also of interest to our 
members as we get to 
see what others have 
been up to over the year 
particularly during the 
long lockdowns.  

Christine Blair’s collection of home memorabilia 
always has older visitor reminiscing about the wind 

up Gramophone Granma had while the younger set think 
all  music has always come from online . 

Rob Jones’s latest acquisition a 
1920’s Leyland Vintage truck 
flanked by Peter Lynch’s Dodge and 

Warwick’s Queensland made 
Leader . Peter Lynch photo  

The Morris boys put on what would have to be 
one of the best earth moving displays around 
here . Aaron in the Harman shovel loads 
Peter’s Euclid with bitumen chippings from 

Mt Morris.   Nathans extensive display of working 
tractors is in the compound behind the 
photographer . Peter Lynch Photo.  

Adam Powell , not to be outdone has the public transfixed 
with his nutty professor display and accompanying banter . 
 At the moment he is using his Geiger counter to 
demonstrate the radioactive of things like luminous 
alarm clocks and yellow glass.  

Collections of Past Members are also living on.  
John Davies commercially built miniature steam 
engines and a representative sample of Ken Sievrights 

hand crafted red gum machinery models on display in the 
recently purchased glass display cases .Rohan Lamb photo.  
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Blacksmiths are 
another attraction . 
With such a well 
equipped and laid 
out blacksmith 
shop our 
Blacksmiths are 
always able to 
attract colleagues 
to come to our rally  

Putting  on 
a really 

good demonstration  including 
steam hammering  

Model Engineers again the put on a attention grabbing 
display specially rostered so it ran for the whole 3 days of 
the rally. Center of attention was Fred's spiral 
drawing machine . The little kiddies could wind a 
handle and a coloured paper disc rotated under a pen 
drawing all sorts of spiral pattern depending on the 
settings. Fred said it could do almost any patterns except a 
plain circle . The kids then to their delight got to keep their 
handywork . 
 

   Leading Farm and Technical Book specialist Plough 
Books also had a selection of their extensive range on sale 
as usual . It was commented that sales were up because of 
recent machinery auctions one example being manuals for  
Hanonag and Selft tractors so you know where to go ! 

Other Engine Clubs , we are always well supported 
by other local clubs including Port Phillip , Yarra 
Valley and Emerald . The high standard of their 

restorations and the machinery that they are 
driving  always impresses . 

 
The Vintage Military Vehicle Corp was very 
pleased with their site under the trees down by the 
lake and took the opportunity to set up some cammo 
netting over their display. This year John Belfield 
had his Mack Wrecker which he left there for the 
whole 3 days,  most of the other vehicles had another 
commitment the next day . 

Stone Crushing  is another 
demonstration that always turns heads. 

Lloyd’s set up their steam driven 
stone crusher  and were never 

short of a crew of willing young 
helpers to pulverize the old concrete. 
 

Talking of Young Helpers this rally 
was remarkable in the number of 
young people who got involved with  
assisting in the running of vintage 
machinery. This is seen as important if 
our heritage machinery is to survive 
the next generation so we can expect 
more discussion on how to encourage 
this in the near future.   WWB 
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